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Abstract— Pricing is a research area that is generally underestimated, yet it is a powerful revenue-generating strategy. Several 

researchers have agreed that within pricing, the recently emerging method of value-based pricing is a more profitable one than the 

more commonly used cost- and competition-based pricing. However, in business practice, implementing value-based pricing is far 

more complex than it may initially be assumed. Several barriers to implement value-based pricing are existing and have already been 

found by researchers. However, most of these barriers were identified years ago, leaving it open if there are new barriers to 

implement value-based pricing which may have surfaced recently. The objective of this research study is to investigate whether there 

are new barriers to implement value-based pricing that have surfaced, or if literature has already covered all of them. For this 

purpose, a mono method qualitative research approach is taken by conducting 20 semi-structured expert interviews with German 

pricing experts and questioning them about their business experience around the topic of value-based pricing and barriers to 

implement it. The results show that literature has not yet identified all barriers to implement value-based pricing, but rather four new 

barriers were found. These four new barriers are the non-holistic pricing approach, the fear to lose customers, the lack of value 

recognition and the inconsistency in execution.  
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I. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

Pricing is seen as one of the most powerful strategies to generate revenue, while being generally underestimated [1], [2]. 

Within pricing, cost-based pricing and competition-based pricing are the two methods one most frequently encounters. Cost-

based pricing means adding a desired profit amount or margin on top of the sum of direct and indirect costs [3], [4]. It is seen as 

a simple pricing approach as most information is readily retrievable and simple calculation of end prices reduces complexity of 

the approach [5]. However, cost-based pricing does not reflect customer behaviour and does not include perceived value into 

the calculation, but rather focuses on internal corporate factors [6].  

A second pricing approach is competition-based pricing, where prices are determined by competitors’ prices in the market [7], 

[8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. According to Hinterhuber [13], competition-based pricing is the most relevant approach for pricing in 

B2C markets. One of the main advantages of competition-based pricing is simplicity and the increasingly transparent players on 

the market, leading to better monitoring of competitors’ prices on the market [4], [12]. One of the main disadvantages of 

competition-based pricing is the potential of price wars and dangerous spiral effects when one competitor starts with a price 

reduction, leading to suppliers constantly underbidding themselves and, thus, profit margins being eroded [9], [12]. 

A third pricing method to be discussed is value-based pricing, where prices are based on the customer perceived value of a 

product or service [14], [15], [16]. Ding [17] explains the concept of it: “Value-based pricing is an important conceptual 

approach […] that leverages the benefits of the service offering in order to match the buyer’s willingness-to-pay with the value 

received”. Several researchers have indicated that value-based pricing is perceived to be the most profitable and most highly 

recommended pricing method that is available [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23]. If value-based pricing is seen as such a 

profitable and highly recommended pricing method, why have not all companies implemented it?  

The obstacles to implement value-based pricing are manifold. Researchers have identified several obstacles to an 

implementation already, such as the customer’s feeling of injustice [24], the different value perception of buyer and seller [25] 

or the difficult market segmentation [13], [24], [25], [26]. Further obstacles include the habit of using traditional pricing 

methods [13], [23], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], the lack of experience and skills [25], the lack of support from top 

management [13], [26], [30], [33] or the product-oriented sales culture [13], [25], [26]. 

The objective of this research study is to investigate whether new barriers to implement value-based pricing have surfaced in 

recent years and how companies can potentially overcome such new barriers to aid business practitioners implement and apply 

the most profitable pricing method that is available.  

II. METHODOLOGY 

In order to investigate whether new barriers to implement value-based pricing have surfaced, a mono method qualitative 

research design has been used as methodological choice of this study, based on the definition of Saunders and Tosey [34]. 

Qualitative data was collected in a longitudinal time horizon and using a grounded theory methodology [35]. Semi-structured 
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expert interviews were conducted via telephone. This approach was used to ensure flexibility during the interview while further 

being able to open new or unexpected topics and issues [36]. Altogether, 20 expert interviews ranging from 24 minutes to 67 

minutes were conducted, with experts either being pricing consultants or pricing representatives from industrial companies. The 

qualitative data was collected in German language, recorded, transcribed, coded by topic and context in MAXQDA, analysed 

with a qualitative content analysis based on Mayring and Brunner [37] and translated into English. All results were valid and 

reliable. The qualitative data was collected between January and April, 2020. At the time of the interviews, 10 experts were 

employed at consulting companies focusing on pricing, while 10 experts were Senior Managers or Executives in industrial, 

producing or service-delivering companies with an expertise in pricing. The research question for this study is set as the 

following: RQ: Have any new barriers to implement value-based pricing surfaced? In order to identify new barriers to 

implement value-based pricing, the results of the conducted expert interviews were compared to the results of the literature 

review, where already existing barriers to implement value-based pricing have been found. All experts were German and this 

research study focuses mainly on the German market, but is most likely relevant for other market economies as well.  

III. RESULTS 

The experts questioned about the barriers to the implementation of value-based pricing mainly evaluated the most frequently 

encountered existing barriers mentioned in the literature review. However, four additional barriers have been identified in the 

coding stage of the qualitative data analysis. These four barriers have not been explained in detail by existing research and 

should be added for further interest upon the topic of value-based pricing implementation. Figure 1 shows the four barriers 

which were found in this research study.  

 

 

Fig. 1  New barriers to the implementation of value-based pricing 

 

1) Non-holistic pricing approach 

Corporate issue: According to several pricing experts interviewed, businesses often fail to establish a holistic 

approach or mindset towards pricing. Often, dedicated pricing managers are isolated from other departments with whom 

they would need to be in regular contact for successful pricing, such as finance, sales or controlling. The majority of 

companies fails to identify the significance of pricing generally and, thus, they do not employ a dedicated pricing 

manager at all. Value-based pricing is generally seen as an individual alternative to cost-based pricing or competition-

based pricing. In addition, for some companies it is not clear whether a market growth or margin growth strategy is 

pursued, as the ultimate goal is to aggregate both strategies into one, according to the experts interviewed.  

Strategic recommendation: Responsibilities must be assigned appropriately in order to be successful with using value-

based prices (Expert 9). Further, cost-based and competition-based pricing can be used connected with value-based 

pricing instead of seeing value-based pricing as a single, isolated pricing method (Expert 8). Companies should think 

strategically and decide whether a market growth strategy or a margin growth strategy is to be utilized. Further, 

management interest should be shown in order to initiate change towards a holistic pricing approach. Employees should 

be trained to comprehend the corporate strategy within pricing, which analytical tools and methods are available and 

how to utilize them for successful pricing methods (Expert 10).  
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2) Fear to lose customers 

Corporate issue: Nearly all experts interviewed agreed on the fact that the danger to lose customers if prices are 

increased is overestimated yet rampant across several companies. These companies, are often scared to increase prices 

even by slight percentages, potentially missing large profit opportunities. This fear is based on the perception that value-

based pricing necessarily leads to higher end prices for the consumer, compared to cost- or competition-based pricing. 

One of the most frequently encountered phrases in pricing is “the market decides our prices”, according to the experts 

interviewed. One of the experts stated that “based on my experience, that danger (to lose customers) is minimal. Studies 

have shown that not all price increases lead to reduced sales, and not all price decreases lead to increased sales. The 

fear we see is overwhelming. But there is no reason. People are much more scared about price changes than they need 

to be” (Expert 2).  

Strategic recommendation: There is no need to fear that customers may switch to competition if prices are increased. 

If a value-based pricing approach is implemented and prices are based on the customer perceived value, then these prices 

are perceived as fair by the customer, reflecting their willingness-to-pay for a certain product or service. Further, in 

business practice, experts mentioned that several price increases as well as price decreases have no impact on the 

quantity being sold for some products. Expert 10 explains that “you should never be scared to lose customers because if 

you (are), you decide things differently. And then you actually lose customers.” Another statement was the following: 

“What we experienced over the years is that in the majority of cases, if you increase the price, consumers do not notice. 

Not at all. Quantity sold was exactly the same, but revenue increased” (Expert 8).  

 

3) Lack of value recognition 

Corporate issue: Companies tend to sell products based on the factor price, instead of on the factor value (Expert 3). 

The experts interviewed agreed upon the fact that one of the largest failures in pricing is that the value of a product or 

service being sold is underestimated by several companies. “It happens fast that salespeople sell price instead of value. 

But selling just the price means your product is weak” (Expert 3). In several cases, experts mentioned their experience 

that companies often do not realize the true value of their product or service to the customer. Thus, this underestimation 

of the own product’s customer perceived value can lead to constant and significant under-pricing (Expert 4).  

Strategic recommendation: “It is crucial to train your salespeople or your staff at the POS why that product is above-

average. Miles above average. But that needs to be trained and requires time and resources. But I can tell you, it’s a 

good investment” (Expert 3). Another expert added “We were once sitting in a workshop with the head of sales, and they 

were selling a product at 28€, okay? We did a one-week workshop with conjoint analysis, market analysis, value 

quantification and came up with an intrinsic and fair value-based price of 52€ for that same product. Nearly double than 

before. But the head of sales is just sitting in his chair, with a weary smile on his face. And you know, he’s not buying it. 

And in the end, he decides. You need to convince him that his product has a much higher value to the customer” (Expert 

9). The crucial advice is that hard data, tools and analysis can aid in determining a fair value-based price, while too often, 

sales prices unnecessarily rely on gut feeling, costs or external circumstances (Expert 16).  

 

4) Inconsistency in execution 

Corporate issue: During different economic cycles, an inconsistency in execution of a chosen pricing strategy or 

method is the consequence of improper management behaviour. Too often, prices are decreased or discounts are given 

during an economic recession. On the opposite, prices are increased during economic booms. This leads to brand 

dilution and price increases can hardly be communicated to the end customer. Consistency in pricing is, thus, lacking.  

Strategic recommendation: “Customer centricity is the key to long-term sustainable, consistent pricing approach” 

(Expert 10). Expert 9 added that “pricing is not rocket science. But it’s neither a 5-minute soup that you make once and 

it’s done. It’s a solid, consistent handcraft. If you take the time and resources, then you will develop a long-term strategy 

that is value-based, customer-based and very likely to be successful.” The lack of systematic analysis and consistency in 

pricing is seen to be one of the biggest barriers to a successful sustainable implementation of value-based pricing.  

 

Thus, research question RQ can be responded to: RQ: Have any new barriers to implement value-based pricing surfaced? 

Yes, four new barriers to implement value-based pricing have surfaced. These barriers are the non-holistic pricing approach, 

the fear to lose customers, the lack of value recognition and the inconsistency in execution.  

 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

While this research study has certainly contributed to existing literature, the empirical results should be considered in light of 

some limitations. First, the 20 expert interviews were conducted via telephone. Thus, no emotions or expressions have been 

personally observed, which could lead to the fact that some statements could have been slightly differently interpreted. However, 

as the emergence of the new CoVid-19 disease asked for necessary precautions and did not allow face-to-face interviews, these 
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telephone interviews were conducted as such. Second, the focus on the German market leads to conclusions that are mainly 

relevant for the German market. It would be interesting to see if similar analyses in other countries would lead to comparable 

results. Lastly, the author’s own bias may have influenced the interpretation of the qualitative data analysis. The author, being a 

Pricing Manager himself, may have subconscious biases about pricing methods or tools and may have unintentionally 

interpreted statements based on his own expertise.  

This study has focused on the implementation of value-based pricing into business practice. Several barriers to a successful 

implementation have already been determined by previous research studies, however, some of these barriers were investigated 

years or even decades ago. Therefore, an up-to-date analysis of the currently existing barriers to implement value-based pricing 

was lacking and was yet to be addressed. This research study filled this research gap by investigating whether new barriers have 

surfaced based on 20 expert interviews with leading pricing experts from the German market. The outcome was that four 

different barriers have surfaced which have not been addressed by research yet. These four barriers are the non-holistic pricing 

approach, fear to lose customers, lack of value recognition and inconsistency in execution. For each of these barriers, the 

corporate issue was described as well as a strategic recommendation to overcome this barrier was provided, based on the 

perceptions of the 20 pricing experts interviewed. RQ could be responded to that yes, there are four new barriers that have 

surfaced according to the data analysis and interpretation in the scope of this research study. Now that these four new barriers 

have been identified and added to existing literature, it is crucial that future researchers dive deeper into these four obstacles and 

evaluate, for instance, the weight of these barriers in business practice or depending on the industry. Therefore, the author 

highly recommends further research on the still underestimated topic of pricing and value-based pricing implementation.  
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